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Introduction

Last year, we conducted our Small Membership Insight Survey which examined the world of small
and largely volunteer-led membership organizations. As a follow-up, in June 2013, we launched the
Multi-Chapter Benchmarking Survey to focus specifically on organizations with multiple chapters,
branches, or affiliates.
The Multi-Chapter Benchmarking survey was designed to help identify and share the key benefits,
needs, and challenges that are unique to multi‑chapter organizations. In addition, we hoped to
establish benchmarks and highlight some best practices in multi-chapter management.
As providers of membership management software, we interact with thousands of clients in both
the chapters and central (or head) offices of associations, non‑profits and clubs. So, we’ve heard a
lot about the challenges faced by both sides in the multi-chapter relationship. However, the MultiChapter Benchmarking Survey helped us capture both data and feedback on the strengths, pains,
and bottlenecks involved in a multi-chapter environment, including information on:
zz the resources central organizations are providing their chapters
zz overlap in functions or services offered through chapters and HQ
zz data management and transmission between chapters and central organizations
zz information flow between central organizations, chapters, and their members
zz the hurdles central offices face in working with multiple chapters and chapters face
dealing with their HQ
This survey report is based on data gathered from 121 respondents, which we believe provides a
solid starting point for benchmarking and enabling information sharing among peers and colleagues
across multi‑chapter organizations.

Methodology
We launched this as an online survey (through SurveyMonkey) that was available from June 19, 2013
through August 5, 2013. Respondents could participate anonymously (with an option to register
via name and email for a copy of this report). The online survey was promoted through the Wild
Apricot Blog, via social media, and through our Wild Apricot Newsletter (10,000 recipients). This
survey report is based on the findings gathered from the 121 survey responses that we received.

Summary of Key Insights
Respondent snapshot

Before we dig into the key insights and information the survey findings provide, it’s important
to have an understanding of our survey respondents. The 121 survey participants offer a
representative sample of both central organizations and chapters and, in addition, cover a broad
spectrum in terms of membership and chapter size, as well as organization type and reach.
Here is an overview of the respondents and the organizations they represent:

Type of organization

The survey had almost equal representation by chapters and central organizations:
zz 56.2% - represented a central organization (e.g., head office, national office, etc.)
zz 43.8% - represented a chapter, branch, or affiliate (termed “chapter” throughout the
survey)

Respondent’s role in their organization
zz Website managers (32.1%)

zz Board members (20.8%)
zz President or Board Chair / Communications or Publications Manager (tied) (17.0%)

Organization classification

zz 58.5% of respondents were from professional or business/trade associations, with the
rest of the participants representing: special interest/social clubs or groups; student/
alumni associations; foundations and other types of membership organizations.

Reach

In terms of reach or scope, the organizations represented fell into three main categories:
international (35.5%), national (29%) or regional (29.9%).

Number of chapters

Respondents fell into one of three categories:

A note about terminology:

zz 2-9 chapters - 32.4%

We have used the term “central organization” throughout the survey report to indicate the head
office or headquarters of a multi-chapter organization. In addition, we’ve used the term “chapter”
to represent any branch or affiliate in a multi-chapter organization.

zz 10-24 chapters - 22.5%

www.wildapricot.com

zz 50+ chapters - 31.5%
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The benefits of being part of a multi-chapter organization

Central organization size

There was representation across all sizes of organizations:

The findings indicate that while there are many challenges for multi-chapter organizations, there are
also many benefits as well. Respondents made it clear that chapters benefit from the “brand recognition,
national or global reach”, as well as access to resources, available through their central organization. At
the same time, having a local presence – through a chapter, branch or affiliate – is also extremely
important to members and is instrumental in “helping grow the organization”.

zz Fewer than 500 members - 20.2%
zz 500-1,999 members - 34.6%
zz 2000 - 20,000 members - 28.8%

After reviewing the responses to our open-ended questions on the advantages of being part of an
organization with multiple chapters, branches or affiliates, the key benefits appear to be:

zz 20,000+ members - 16.4%

Chapter membership size

zz networking

More than 50% of chapters had fewer than 250 members:

zz mutual support

zz Fewer than 250 chapter members - 63.3%

zz sharing of ideas, as well as resources.

zz 250 - 499 chapter members - 20.4%
zz 500 - 1,999 chapter members - 14.3%

Challenges involved with multi-chapter relationships

zz 2,000+ chapter members - 2%

Understanding the central organization-chapter relationship
We understand that associations, clubs, and non-profits face numerous challenges in communicating
with, serving, engaging, and growing their membership. But we recognized that organizations with
multiple chapters have additional layers or levels of relationships to manage and maintain. While
the central organization (or head office) and their chapters share a vision and mission as well as a
desire to serve their members, often their perspective, priorities, available resources, practices, and
procedures may differ. The Multi-Chapter Benchmarking Survey was conducted to shed light on
some of these differences and challenges.
While this survey captured some basic data for benchmarking practices at chapters and central
organizations, some of the most telling insight into the chapter-central organization relationship
comes from the verbatim answers to the open-ended questions asked about the benefits of the
multi-chapter environment and the challenges and hurdles faced by both sides of this relationship.
These responses suggest that chapters are looking to their central organizations for direction, resources,
and support. With many chapters having fewer staff, volunteers, and resources, they want “more handson help” and “infrastructure tools” to help them with their chapter administration.
Yet at the same time, the respondents representing central offices reminded us that they don’t have
unlimited staff and resources either, and they have to meet the “needs of many diverse chapters”, those
needs varying greatly depending on location and size. Central organizations also face hurdles in
“getting people to USE their resources;...trying to get a standard look across website platforms; ... trying to reconcile
membership reports with chapters.”

www.wildapricot.com

It was interesting to note that along with the benefits, both sides of the multi-chapter relationship
also identified a few mutual challenges. Some of the recurring themes from both perspectives
included:
zz Understanding responsibilities
– e.g.,“who owns what?”
zz“Syncing infrastructure”
– e.g., maintaining membership databases and directories
zz“Getting everyone on the same page with what we’re trying to accomplish.”
– e.g., “multiple chapters working on same issue/organizational task or trying to solve
same issue”
zz Unresponsiveness
– central organizations want quicker turnaround on surveys; database updates, etc. while
chapters want “timely responses to their requests”
In addition, each side (central organizations and chapters) articulated a few specific challenges or
hurdles they faced with their counterparts:
zz Central organization respondents identified some of the hurdles they face in dealing
with their chapters:
ÆÆ Communication issues
ÆÆ Developing leaders / turnover of leadership

www.wildapricot.com
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ÆÆ Maintaining volunteer personnel

Website development, management and brand standards

ÆÆ Technology – knowledge of and ability to use tools as well as consistency around
website process and updating

Based on our survey findings, it appears that chapters are predominantly responsible (62.7%) for developing
their own websites, with just under 13% receiving technical support and guidance from their central organization.

ÆÆ Ownership/control issues – “each chapter doing “their own thing”

In addition, more than 75% of respondents (77.8%) reported that there are no standard website templates
or design standards provided through their central organizations. In terms of on-going website content
development and management, more than 80% of respondents noted that chapters manage their
own web content; while fewer than 10% of sites are solely managed by the central organization.

zz Chapter respondents were also forthcoming with some of the key challenges they face
with their central organizations:
ÆÆ Communication – with central organization; “enabling communication and
connections across chapters”; as well as with individual members
ÆÆ Maintaining, tracking and reconciling membership records/database
ÆÆ Information and support for website and other initiatives

Insight into membership benefits in multi-chapter organizations
The survey findings indicate that the top 4 membership benefits offered to members through their
chapters and their central organizations are:

ÆÆ Shared direction – chapters and central sometimes are not aligned.

1.

Member education / professional development

ÆÆ Understanding who is responsible for what

2.

Networking events

3.

Information / publications

4.

Conferences / trade shows

Membership at multi-chapter organizations
As providers of membership management software, we know all too well the challenges that
organizations face in developing websites and maintaining membership databases. But the survey
findings confirm that the process can be even more complicated when information is captured,
stored, or shared between a central organization and numerous chapters. Here is an overview of
some of the survey findings relating to challenges with membership and website management.

However, aside from the top 4, there are some key member benefits that are being offered
specifically through either chapters or central organizations:

Chapter-specific member benefits:
zz Mentoring programs

zz Certification programs

Database management
As noted above, maintaining, tracking and reconciling member records was one of the top
challenges noted by respondents – both chapters and central organizations. Based on the survey
findings, it appears that there is no standard or common practice across organizations in terms of
maintenance of membership databases.
The survey found that:
zz For 37.7% of respondents, “each chapter has its own membership database”
zz For 32.1% of respondents, “there is one member database that the central organization maintains
and makes regular updates based on chapter input”

Central organization – specific member benefits:
zz Magazine or journal subscriptions

zz Online forum(s)

Overlap of functions and services:

The verbatim responses to questions about challenges and hurdles identified that there is definitely
confusion over “who is responsible for what” in the chapter-central organization relationship. It
is interesting to note that the response to the question on identifying “areas where the central
and local/chapter functions overlap” indicated that this is a concern for just over half of the
respondents - with 51.1% indicating there was overlap and 48.9% reported no overlap.

zz An additional 12.3% of respondents had “a central membership database provided by the central
organization, with chapters having access for updating.”

www.wildapricot.com
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Recruitment and renewal practices
Since effective recruitment and renewal are essential to the success of membership organizations,
the survey looked at practices in place in multi-chapter organizations.

Recruitment

Survey Responses & Data
Section 1: Overview of survey respondents & their organizations
Individual respondents:

The findings indicate that half of the organizations (50%) surveyed have a recruitment model
that involves a partnership between the chapter and central organization. But in the second
most common model, reported by 35.8% of respondents, chapters were solely responsible for
recruitment.

There were a total of 121 survey respondents, who were predominantly from the U.S. (91.7%);
with only a small percentage from Canada (4.2%), Europe and Central America (4.2% combined).

Renewal

We asked what the respondent’s “position was in their organization”.

The survey did not identify any common ground in terms of renewals, with the findings indicating:
zz For 39.6% of organizations, renewals were “solely the responsibility of each chapter”;
with the second most common practice
zz At the other end of the spectrum, 28.3% reported that “central organization being
responsible for membership renewals”;
zz This was followed closely by 22.6% who indicated that “chapters and central
organizations work together on renewal efforts.”

Communications in a multi-chapter environment
We all know that communications are critical to any relationship and the multi-chapter relationship
is no exception. As noted above, communications between chapters and their central organizations
were noted among the key challenges and hurdles for both sides. However, the good news is that
the survey data indicates that more than 60% (64.3%) of respondents reported that their chapters
work together with the central organization to communicate with members, with slightly less than a
quarter (24.5%) of participants reporting that chapters are solely responsible for communications.

Respondent’s Role:

Website Manager

32.1%

Board Member

20.8%

Other

18.9%

President/Board Chair

17.0%

Communications/
Publications Manager

17.0%

Membership Manager

12.3%

Chapter/Afﬁliate Manager/
Coordinator

12.3%

Member

12.3%

Executive Director

11.3%

Events Manager/
Coordinator

11.3%

All Other Responses

2.8%

While the highest percentage of responses were from individuals managing their organization’s
website (32.1%), there was also close to 40% response from those in leadership roles (such as
board members, presidents, or board chairs).
Having input from both volunteers and staff in a wide range of roles – from communications
and chapter manager through to individual members – suggests that the survey offers insight and
information across the multi-chapter spectrum.

www.wildapricot.com
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Organization Overview:

Individual chapter size:

Here are the findings about the multi-chapter organizations represented in the survey.

Organization type:

Since one of our research goals was to gain insight from both chapter and central organization
representatives, we were pleased that just over half (56.2%) of the survey respondents were from
central organizations (e.g., national/regional or head offices), and the remaining 43.8% were from
chapters, branches or affiliates.

The survey respondents were also asked about their chapter’s size to understand the scale in relation
to the central organizations. More than 50% of respondents reported that their chapter had fewer
than 500 members. Here are the full details:
zz Under 50 members - 8.2%
zz 50-99 members - 16.3%
zz 100 - 249 members - 38.8%
zz 250-499 members - 20.4%
zz 500-999 members - 8.2%
zz 1,000-1,999 members - 6.1%
zz 2,000-2,999 members - 0%
zz 3,000-4,999 members - 0%
zz 5,000-20,000 members - 2.0%
zz 20,000+ members - 0%

Membership reach of the central organization:

Our findings indicate that representation was divided almost evenly among those with international,
national, and regional scope or reach:

Total membership size:

Our survey respondents appear to represent the full range of organization sizes. In looking at the
total organization’s size, just over 20% of respondents were from organizations with fewer than
500 members. In addition, there was also a sizeable representation (19.2%) in the 1,000 to 2,000
member range, as well as from large organizations with 20,000+ members (16.4%).

29.9%
Regional
(State/Province)

zz Fewer than 500 members - 20.2%
zz 500-999 - 15.4%

2.8% Local (City/County)

zz 1000 - 1,999 - 19.2%

2.8% Other

29.0%
National

zz 2000 - 4999 - 14.4%
zz 5,000 - 20,000 - 14.4%

35.5%
International

zz 20,000+ members - 16.4%

www.wildapricot.com
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Number of chapters in the organization:

The survey findings suggest that there is no typical or average size in terms of number of chapters
or affiliates for multi-chapter organizations. The respondents represented organizations with a wide
variation in terms of number of chapters:

Section 2: Membership at multi-chapter organizations
Membership recruitment:

zz 32.4% - 2-9 chapters
35.8%
Member recruitment is
solely the responsibility
of each chapter

zz 22.5% - 10-24 chapters
zz 13.6% - 25-50 chapters
zz 31.5% - 50+ chapters

8.5% Other

5.7% The central organization is
solely responsible for member recruitment

Organization classification:
39.6%

Professional Association
19.8%

Other (please specify)

18.9%

Business/Trade Association
10.4%

Special Interest or Social Club

The findings indicate that half of the organizations represented (50%) have a recruitment model
that involves a partnership between the chapter and central organization. But in the second
most common model, reported by 35.8% of respondents, chapters were solely responsible for
recruitment.

9.4%

Foundation or Charity
Student/Alumni Association or PTA

3.8%

Political/Advocacy Organization

3.8%

Chamber of Commerce

2.8%

Community Association/HOA

2.8%

Church or Religious Community

2.8%

All Other Responses

50.0%
The central organization
and chapter work together
on recruitment

Membership renewal:
28.3%
The central organization
is responsible
for membership renewals

1.9%

It is interesting to note that close to 60% of respondents represented professional, business, or
trade associations:
zz 39.6% - were from professional associations
zz 18.9% - were from professional, business / trade associations

39.6%
Membership renewals
are solely the
responsibility
of each chapter

22.6% The chapters and central organization
work together on renewal efforts

9.4% Other

As the diagram indicates, in just under 40% (39.6%) of organizations, renewals were “solely the
responsibility of each chapter”. The second most common practice, reported by 28.3%, was at
the other end of the spectrum, with the “central organization being responsible for membership

www.wildapricot.com
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Membership fees and funding structures:

renewals”. This was closely followed by 22.6% who indicated that “chapters and central
organizations work together on renewal efforts.”

Multi-chapter funding structures:

Membership data management:
Who manages/maintains the membership database?
37.7%

Each chapter has its own separate membership database
There is one member database that the central organization maintains and
makes regular updates based on chapter input

32.1%

The central organization provides a membership database that each chapter
or branch can access and update

12.3%

Alternate database management practices

17.9%

18.6% Chapters maintain their
own ﬁnances but receive funding
from the central organization

61.8%
Chapters are responsible
for raising and managing
their own ﬁnances

13.7% The central organization provides
all funding to chapters

It appears that close to 40% of chapters maintain their own membership database, with just over
30% of organizations having the central organization maintain the membership database for all of
their chapters.

Frequency of membership data consolidation / reconciliation:

9.8%

Weekly

Allocation of membership fees:
21.6%

Monthly
Quarterly
Semi-annually
Annually

4.9%
3.9%

26.5%

23.5%

Chapters receive all fees
All fees go to Central Organization

11.8%

1 to 50% of fees go to Central Organization

23.5%

It's not consolidated
Other (please specify)

Close to two-thirds of the respondents (61.8%) reported that the individual chapter is responsible
for raising and managing their own finances, while 18.6% noted that chapters maintain their own
finances but receive funding from the central organization.

17.6%

Immediately

5.9% Other

13.7%

15.7%

12.7%

It was interesting to note that 23.5% reported that membership data is not consolidated/reconciled,
while 21.6% indicate that membership data is reconciled monthly, and 17.6% reconcile membership
data immediately.

www.wildapricot.com

20.6%

51 - 99% of fees go to Central Organization
Reported using an
alternate model for fee allocation
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The survey findings did not identify one standard funding structure at multi-chapter organizations.
However, the most common funding structures involved the following allocation of fees:

Membership benefits:

Chapters receive all fees, none goes to the central organization.

23.5%

Networking events

All fees go to the central organization, none go to the chapter.

13.7%

Member education/
professional development

Between 1 - 50% of membership fees go to the central organization.

20.6%

Certiﬁcation programs

Between 51 and 99% of membership fees go to the central organization.

15.7%

Alternate allocation of fees.

26.5%

Alternate allocations noted included separate national and chapter fees, quarterly payments to
chapters, rebates back to chapters on a per-member basis, and more.

85.6%
84.0%
26.8%

42.6%
46.4%

Conferences/trade shows

14.4%

Magazine or
journal subscriptions

24.7%

Mentoring programs

Insurance

19.1%
7.2%

44.7%
33.0%

22.3%

8.2%

All Other Responses

73.4%
53.2%

Online forum(s)

Afﬁnity programs

68.1%

43.3%

Information/publications/books

Membership fee collection:

83.5%

61.7%

19.1%
14.9%

23.4%

Chapters
Central Organization

Benefits chapters provide to their members

The top member benefits that chapters are most likely to provide their members were:
1.

Member education / professional development - 85.6%

2.

Networking events - 83.5%

zz fees are paid to the local chapter - 30.1%

3.

Conferences / trade shows - 46.4%

zz fees are paid to both the chapter and central organization - 30.1%

4.

Information / publications - 43.3%

5.

Mentoring programs - 33.0%

6.

Certification programs - 26.8%

It was interesting to note that for just over 90% of respondents, procedures for membership fee
collection fell evenly into three categories:

zz fees are paid to the central organization only - 30.1%

www.wildapricot.com
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Benefits provided by central organization to chapter members

Not surprisingly, four of the top five member benefits offered by central organizations mirror those
offered by chapters. However, it was interesting to note that central organizations are most often
the providers of information/publications and magazines or journals.
1.

Member education / professional development - 84.0%

2.

Networking events - 61.7%

3.

Conferences / trade shows - 68.1%

4.

Information / publications - 73.4%

5.

Magazine or journal subscriptions - 53.2%

6.

Online forum(s) - 44.7%

Overlapping functions
To identify areas where chapters and central organizations share roles, we asked if there are any
areas where functions overlap? 51.1% told us Yes, while 48.9% answered No.
Here are a few of the verbatim comments by respondents regarding areas of potential overlap
between chapters and central organizations:
zz Updating member records; maintaining membership database and directories;
zz Social media & news distribution

Section 3: Communications in a multi-chapter environment
Communications methods
Coordination of communication with members:

More than 60% (64.3%) of
respondents reported that the
chapters work together with
the central organization to
communicate with members,
with slightly less than a quarter
(24.5%) of participants
reporting that chapters
are solely responsible for
communications. 6.1% report
that the central organization
is solely responsible for
communications, while 5.1%
reported another arrangement.

How do chapters communicate with members?

With the shared communications roles across chapters and central organizations, we wondered who
was responsible for which member communications and what methods were used. Here is a graph
illustrating the findings:
96.9%
90.9%

Email

zz Education programs, professional development, conferences.

65.3%
74.7%

Chapter newsletter

zz Advocacy, mass emails to members.
zz Local members often do not realize or distinguish the offerings or communications
from local chapter and national central organization ...Sometimes national/central org
events like webinars compete with our local events, and national/central org sends so
many emails that our local emails are often overlooked or blocked.

Events:

32.7%
40.4%

Members forum on chapter website

28.6%
33.3%

Blog on chapter website

63.3%
56.6%

Social media
Regularly scheduled
face-to-face chapter meetings

We asked: Who hosts events for your organization?
zz 54.0% - reported that both the chapters and the central organization host events
zz 35.0% - noted that chapters are solely responsible for hosting events
zz 8.0% - noted that the central organization is solely responsible for hosting events
zz 3.0% - reported that they do not host any events

www.wildapricot.com

81.6%

36.4%

They do not communicate 1.0%
with members 3.0%
Other
Annual meeting of chapters 0.0%

15.3%
15.2%

Chapters
53.5%

Central Organization

www.wildapricot.com
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You’ll note that email is the top communications channel for both chapters and central
organizations. It’s interesting to note that both the central organization and chapters are involved
with newsletters and blogging, while the chapter understandably plays the key role in terms of faceto-face meetings (81.6%).

Social media management:

Some of the key benefits of belonging to a multi-chapter organization, according to our suvey
respondents, were networking and sharing best practices with other chapters or affiliates. So
we asked respondents what the most common methods were for their central organization to
enable interaction and collaboration among chapters. As you can see from the overview of
communications methods central organizations use to interact with chapter leaders (on page 22),
some of the key channels were annual conferences (76%), teleconferences/video conferences
(46.9%) and online communities (45.8%).

Website branding and management:

34.0%
The chapters manage
their own social media

Chapter website development:
34.0% The central organization manages
all social media

6.9% The central organization develops
and maintains all chapter websites

10.3% Our organization is not active
on social media

37.1%
Both organizations are
involved in social media

4.1% Other

62.7%
Chapters are solely
responsible for
developing their
own websites

The survey indicates that all but 10.3% of multi-chapter organizations are active on social media.
Among those who are active, 34% reported that their chapter handles their own social medial and
an additional 37.1% noted that both the chapter and central organization manage social media. In
addition, 14.4% look to their central organization to manage their social media presence.

Interaction between central organizations and chapter leaders:
76.0%

Annual conference
30.2%

Regional conferences

8.8% Individual chapters do not have
their own websites
8.8% Other

More than 60% (62.7%) of respondents reported that at their organization, chapters are solely
responsible for developing their own websites, with just under 13% (12.7%) receiving technical
support and guidance from their central organization. Another interesting finding was that 8.8% of
chapters do not have their own website, however some respondents noted having pages on the state
or national organization’s website.

Website standards/templates:

Teleconferences/
video conferences

We asked: Is there a standard chapter website template or design standards provided by your central organization?
77.8% reported No, while 22.2% answered Yes.

46.9%

While more than three-quarters of the respondent’s do not have website design standards or
templates, in the comments for this question (as well as in response to the desired resources
question), a number of respondents noted that they’d like to see central organizations providing
templates, standards and website support to chapters.

45.8%

Online community
Other

12.7% The central organization provides
technical support and guidance

11.5%

www.wildapricot.com
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Who manages chapter website content?

More than 80% of respondents noted that chapters manage their own web content; while fewer
than 10% of sites being solely managed by the central organization.
zz 84.8% - said that each chapter has its own webmaster

Desired resources
We asked: “What resources / support would your chapters like to receive from your central organization?”
This question was key in understanding the perceived gaps in resources or support that chapters
are looking for from their central organizations. We received so many suggestions for additional
resources – here are a few examples:
zz Easier sharing of membership database / One main member/contact database.

zz 8.7% - reported that the central organization manages all chapter websites
zz 6.5% - noted other website content arrangements

zz One-stop online membership sign up system, to reduce work load from chapters for
dealing with membership sign up.

Section 4: Multi-chapter benefits and challenges

zz Central Renewal Process. Website Management. Common newsletter

Resources central organizations provide to chapters:

zz Shared infrastructure tools

Before we looked at the benefits and challenges of multi-chapter organizations, we thought it would
be good to get a baseline understanding of what chapters are currently receiving from their central
organizations.

zz Website training

77.6%

Brand standards manual
Chapter handbook

38.2%

Member recruitment guide

38.2%

Renewal procedures and email templates

38.2%

Newsletter template

Annual report template
Other

We asked: “What is the most important benefit of being part of a multi-chapter organization?”

zz National & global reach

19.7%

zz Local is important to people. They want their money to stay at home.

The top 5 materials or resources that central organizations provide to their chapters are:

2.

Promotional materials - 55.3%

3.

Chapter handbook - 38.2%

4.

Member recruitment guide 38.2%

5.

Renewal procedures and email templates - 38.2%

Here are examples of some of the verbatim responses:
zz National name recognition / brand identity (noted by multiple respondents)

17.1%

Brand standards manual (sample logos, etc.) - 77.6%

zz Help with volunteer recruitment and fundraising

Benefit of being part of a multi-chapter organization

55.3%

1.

zz Better guidance and more chance to interact with other chapter leadership.
zz More hands-on help in filing regulatory and tax documents as opposed to guidance on
how to prepare and file such documents

17.1%

Promotional materials

zz Pre-packaged educational information such as webinars

zz Networking opportunities (across chapter boundaries) and a structured environment.
zz The power and budget around researching trends. The diversity of multiple viewpoints.
zz Mutual support / shared development and innovation costs, common brand / brand
protection
zz Access to members and education in a regional setting.
zz Can benefit from hearing what works/doesn’t work with other chapters, share ideas.
zz Involvement of members at a local level helps grow the organisation
zz Tapping into shared resources

www.wildapricot.com

www.wildapricot.com
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zz Shared direction - chapters and central sometimes are not aligned.

Key challenges and hurdles for multi-chapter organizations
We asked: “What are the key challenges or hurdles central organizations face in dealing with multiple chapters?”
Here are some of the verbatim responses we received to this question:

zz Understanding what the chapters responsibilities are
zz Unresponsive to chapters and individual members.

zz Maintaining volunteer personnel

zz Reconciling of membership records - it takes far too long for us to know when
someone has renewed or is not renewing! BIG ISSUE - ... If people can’t renew on
time then move them to inactive! If they they renew, add them back in as new member.
Period! 12 months!

zz Keeping membership data up-to-date. Who’s a member? Who dropped off ? Who are
the new officers?

zz Hassle of paperwork submittals / differences in membership lists - drains limited
volunteer time for non-mission-related work.

zz Syncing infrastructure.

zz Not same platform so lot of duplication of work to report and include members/
events...

zz Developing Leaders / turnover of leadership

zz Keeping consistent with website and processes.
zz Getting the local chapters to find and develop web experts to manage their local pages.
zz Getting people to USE their resources - sheer volume - Trying to get standard look
across website platforms ... Trying to reconcile membership reports with chapters is
a BIG issue - especially since we don’t get immediate reports about new members, etc
because we only get reports once a month!
zz Central org has limited staff to meet the needs of many diverse chapters. Needs/issues
of a chapter in one city may be totally different from challenges faced by chapter in
another city.
zz Getting chapters to respond to surveys, questions etc. Inconsistent quality of service
delivery
zz Political tug-of-war about who owns what
zz Desire to retain controls at chapter level.
zz Every chapter is doing its own thing
zz Getting everyone on the same page with what we’re trying to accomplish.
We asked: “What is the biggest challenge chapters face in dealing with your central organization?”
Here are some of the verbatim responses we received:
zz Communications with central organization - can be difficult and/or complicated (noted
by numerous respondents)
zz Getting information or backing for initiatives
zz Lack of support from the central organization with respect to membership, website, etc.

zz Sometimes the very things central org does cause/add to problems at local level... And
local chapters are the ones that have to deliver on the value proposition because we are
the face of the organization.
zz Our remoteness - they rarely get to see us as we cannot afford to have a conference
every year and even when we do only a limited number of chapters attend and then with
only 1 or 2 people
zz Administrative guidance

Conclusion
We hope this survey report offers helpful information and insight on multi-chapter organizations.
As the first in what we hope will become an annual survey, this is a starting point for both chapters
and their central offices to benchmark against their peers in terms of practices, benefits, services
and generally, better understand inter-organizational relationships.
Since it is Wild Apricot’s mission to help organizations build, connect, and grow, we hope
the findings offer useful insight that helps both sides of the multi-chapter relationship better
understand one another’s perspective in order to help their organizations thrive and grow.
This report outlines the survey findings, but there remains a wealth of insight into multi-chapter
relationships that we have and will continue to explore in blog posts on the Wild Apricot Blog,
as well as through infographics and articles in our Membership Knowledge Hub.
Thanks again to all those who participated in this first edition of our Multi-Chapter Benchmarking
Survey. We hope you’ll participate again in the future.

zz Receiving timely responses to questions.
zz Closer ties and collaborations could be better established.
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